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J.R.WHITLOCK
6 MARLBOROUGH ROAD
STRATFORD
LONDON
EIS lUQ
ENGLAND

14 MAY 1992

Dear Peter,

Further to my letter of 1 May 1992 and my subsequent
telephone call you may now disregard my comments about
Mary Heaman being the daughter of John Heaman,as she appears
in the IGI as 'Marie Heamane baptised at Frithelstock on
27 October 1644 daughter of Christopher Heamane' .But,if this
is correct,then who was John Heaman who was paying taxes
on Hollamore in 1642.Perhaps a brother of Christopher sen
(there was a John baptising children at Frithelstock at
the same time as Christopher) or the father of Christopher
(and John?)?

I have enclosed copies of the revel ant pages of the
IGI showing Frithelstock baptisms and marriages plus
Patience HeamAn that I included in my last letter.This is
rather strange as there was a patience Heam~n daughter of
Christopher baptised at Parkham on 1 June 167~ and at
Alwington on the same date.I showed Patience married at
Parkham in my letter but I must have misread the IGI before
as she was actually married at Alwington to Philip Strange
21 January 1694.There was a Christopher Heaman married at
Buckland Brewer on 22 May 1667 to Ebot Halls.Could he be

- one of the two Christophers baptised at Frithelstock
in the 1640's and the father of Patience.

Rebecca Holman married Thomas Whitlock

I managed to get a quick look at the Peters Marlands
registers on microfiche at the society of genealogists and
as I guessed Rebecca Holman did come from there.This,by the
way gives us a very positive link with Peters Marland for
my William (1786-1862).And,of course,Thomas and Rebecca had
their eldest child baptised there in 1779.They called him
John after Rebecca's father.
1756,15 February Rebecca the daughter of John Holman and

Margaret,his wife was baptised.
I have enclosed a fuller list of register entries but

I must point out that the copies were very difficult to read
and it may be better if the originals could be checked.

Especially the two mariages of Lewis Holman and John
Holman as their wives names were especially difficult to
decipher.

It may also be a coincidence that there was a John
Cazer buried there in 1738.This,I must say is the first time
that I have come across this name except for Joan who married
Thomas Whitlock in 1753.1 did not see her Baptism there,but
then I really was not looking for it at the time but will have
a look when I go again.Of course we still do not know what
happened to her.

With regards to the Holman family entries I don't
know if Mazie would be interested and anybody else who is
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descended from Thomas and Rebecca is interested.

Early Langtree Families

In the 1524 subsidy roll there is John Whitlock
sen and Jun and Richard Whitlock.Could it be that John
jun went to live at Parkham and was the father of John
Whitlock,baptised there in 1539? leaving Richard in Lang-
-tree.He would probably have been too old to appear in the
Muster roll of 1569.Perhaps Amys was his son?????Also it
could be that John Jun died at Langtree in 1565?????

Census returns

The question mark that you have against Elias
Whitlock aged 14 at Whatton Farm,Langtree in 1841.Could
this be the son of William and Sarah of Peters Marland,
baptised 31 December 1826.

Elizabeth Whitlock aged 40 in the Abot household
at Buckland Brewer,could she be the mysterious cousin of
George Whitlock who died in 1881 ...1 sent you the death
certificate for her.

Regards to the family

Best WrJZ


